
Introductory Session - Follow Up

Yesterday we had your first coaching session together. Exciting, right? Coaching

sessions provide an amazing space to have insights, gain clarity, let go of limiting beliefs

and connect to your confident and loving self during the sessions.

I put together some follow up questions for you to reflect upon your coaching session

and take the next steps in your journey. Just so you know, this is an automated email

that goes out to all my clients after their first session.

JOURNAL

In order for you to get the most out of your coaching experience I encourage you to

keep track of your insights, for example through a coaching journal. Either a physical

journal or a digital file or folder.

That is when the real magic happens. When you reflect upon your session, when you

listen to your own feelings and insights and when you are inspired to make changes and

take action from this empowered place. The fun thing about keeping track of these

things in one place is that you see your own progress. This will be incredibly useful for

you as you let go and evolve.

To get you started on your coaching journal here are the intake questions that we went

through during our first session.
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1. What inspired you to seek out coaching at this point in your life?

2. Which aspect or aspects of your life would you most like to change right now?

3. What would that change look like? How would you feel differently from now?

4. What is your personal timeframe to achieve this change?

5. What makes you believe it is possible for you to achieve this change?

6. What makes you happy?

7. Imagine yourself in the future where you can already experience the effects of

the changes that you have made in your life. How do you feel?
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ACCOUNTABILITY FEEDBACK

One of my roles as a coach is to hold you accountable to your own wishes and goals. A

great way to make this happen is to get feedback from you.

Please send me the answer the following questions.

1. What is your intention for your coaching process ?(e.g. What would you like to

achieve? What change would you like to see happening in your life? What areas would

you like to focus upon?)

2. What insights did you gain from our coaching together?

3. Is there an action step you committed to? What is it?

4. What will help you follow through on this?

In the introductory session you got to know me and my coaching style. Life Coaching is

a very broad term and every coach brings their own style and skillset - I want you to find

the best support for yourself and your current topics. So I encourage you to be selective

when choosing a coach. You might want to try out different coaches and coaching

styles, if you haven’t yet done so. Feel free to ask me for referrals.

5. What was the thing you benefited from and/or enjoyed the most about coaching with

me?

6. Was there something that bothered you in your introductory session that you would

like to give me feedback on?

7. Are there further questions you have about me or about coaching together?

THANK YOU FOR SHOWING UP FOR YOURSELF!

Thank you for your trust and sharing part of your journey with me. I appreciate you!

- Joy
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